
12 HACKS TO UNLOCK
CREATIVITY

 

QUANTITY NOT QUALITY

Make a lot of music in a short amount of time. Say
you will make a beat a day for the next 7 days.
That’s how I personally did it, and comparing it
with learning new stuff everyday, there is no
better way to level up faster than doing it. Imagine
that 6 out of those tracks/beats will be total trash.
And what if the seventh is so good that it spins the
whole of your career 180° ? You will never know if
you don’t try.
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DISCIPLINE

Music is a sport, but requires less physical skills.
Set your threshold to 1 track a day for 10 days. 

Or similar. But most importantly - Stick to it. Don’t
mess around that you don’t have inspiration. Just
do it, let yourself and don't be afraid to fail. Erase

word "motivation" from your dictionary. It's all
about Discipline.

 
Before: Idea > Motivation > Action. 

Discipline is: Idea > Action
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 There are a lot of ways of getting you to the next level in
terms of creativity, workflow, overall performance.  A big
part of our creativity plays - productivity. Productivity
means achieving higher output - quantity and/or quality -
from the same input. In our case input could be the time.

 So if you want to boost your productivity, or we could say
skill, you would want to make better quality music. And
there is no way to make better quality music if we don’t
make it a lot - quantity. This short e-book is a list of 12 (or
more) things that will boost your productivity, creativity
and workflow.

& Finish more Music
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ELIMINATE DISTRACTIONS

Don’t Open browser, YouTube or Instagram.
Instagram & Youtube depends since you can find
a lot of inspiration there (especially on our
channels) but try not to do it involuntarily. Some
people even say to turn off the internet
connection when you’re producing. Now you have
an answer why professional engineers always have
seperate computers in their control rooms.
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MAKE YOUR FAVORITE
SAMPLES FOLDER

Yes, that could go to the previous one but I
decided that it needs its own point. The
importance of this is immeasurable, every
successful producer I know, told me how much
their productivity boosted when they started to
save the samples in their own folder. It doesn’t
even have to be any processed samples of yours,
simply the ones that you found in a sample pack.
And looking at productivity as making great
quality music in the same amount of time - that is
a total game changer. Imagine you know your
whole samples library like your own pocket -
Impossible. And that’s why we make the favs
samples folder.
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SAVE EVERYTHING

Save everything you think could be useful in the
near future. Plugins effects (we talk about it in the

course), whole mixer channels, MIDIs, presets of
your synths. Like Serum, I’ve never done that and I

can’t explain how much it meant to my
productivity to have “My” serum presets folder…

Priceless! (by the way, it became Memoriam Vol.1 -
check it out!)
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SCHEDULE YOUR DAY PLAN

Reserve at least this one hour for overall music
production. If you’re even more hardcore, you can
reserve this hour for only sound design or finding
nice presets & saving them, second hour only for
writing down harmonies, chords & melodies, and
the third hour only for finishing ONE last track
that you’ve made. Make sure to do it in hours that
you know nobody will interrupt & talk with
relatives that you need to focus for some time.
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PLAY IT AS A GAME

Forget about any rules of music production you
know. Imagine it as minecraft where you can build
a dirt-house or plant upside down trees in air. Take

it as a clear piece of paper and play a painter. Be
abstract, don’t make music for somebody else, try

stuff, fail, the way back is straight but the way
forward is unknown so don’t be afraid of it. Turn

off your mind and let your hands choose the
samples, notes, instruments, presets. Let yourself

get surprised by what you can do when you do
stuff unconsciously. 
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STREAM

Remember as I said to be abstract and not mind if
the music you do is bad? Do the opposite now!
Streaming yourself making music will help you

with that. Even if nobody is watching it I’m more
than 100% sure that it will boost your

concentration and effort at least twice. When one
person joins, you’re feeling pressure. If you’re

hardcore - post it on your social media that you’re
streaming, invite your friends, let them see your

work.
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ARRANGE VERY QUICK

Arrange your song very soon, even before mixing
it. That’s exactly what we do in the course. That
way you will have the view of your track already

there in the DAW. It’s easier to make changes to
something than making them “from nothing”, so

just do it and remember that the way back is as
simple as CTRL + Z. Also focus on the big elements

of your arrangement and go step by step to
smaller details. Don’t waste time for ear candies

when you don’t have a clear idea what’s going to
be in here. Also Arrangement is where you will

find yourself stuck most of the time.
 

Extra: remember to use playlist markers &
different arrangements.
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VOCAL IS THE SECRET

We talk about it in the course but it’s scientifically
proven that human voice makes us way more
likely to pay attention and not get bored by the
song. That's a more technical tip but I can’t count
how many times it unlocked the new world for me
when it comes to finishing my songs. We have
tons of amazing vocals here.
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OVERCOMPLICATED TRAP

Don’t fall into the complicated trap. Keep thing’s
basic - at least until you don’t have a clear vision
for the track. One drum loop in the drop, one riser,
one pluck, one sub drop. When you build your
whole track like this, arrange it and mix it a little,
you will be able to hear if it needs more layering,
more drums or fx elements etc. Less is more...
usually. Build the important things first.
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MAKE ACTIONABLE TO-DO LIST

Another way to unlock your creativity is to make
actionable to-do list. We often find ourselves stuck -

not knowing what exactly to do next. That's the
fraction keeping us from progressing on projects we

want to finish.
 

Open your project (don't commit to finishing it) and
just look around and make a list list of things that need

to get done. 
 

Your snare sounds bad? Now instead of writing - "Fix
snare" try to think of what exactly what needs to be

done to make it sound better. Just write it down and
you will do it later. E.g. "Compress and EQ snare". You

don't always need to make it so detailed, but it
definitely helps. Do it for every element of your track

that needs to get fixed and you will see that every next
time you sit down to finish new track - you will
subconsciously keep all these things in mind. 
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WORK, WORK, WORK...

What if I told you… there is not a thing such as
inspiration. It’s just an illusion - a sinusoidal wave of

creative hormones that goes through your mind and
body.

 
Work is the one and only way to get successful. One

great producer said one day to me: “People argue
about being uninspired to make music, to finish their
songs, to keep on with the project. But it’s completely

not like that. It’s about getting your bottom in the
studio and working, you don’t have to be inspired to

make great music, you just have to sit down and work.”
 

Realize that if you want to keep on moving, you just
have to sit down, open the DAW and finally build that
breakdown, finish filling up the drop, write this pluck
melody even if it’s going to be reese bass + perc loop

breakdown. Eventually you will fall into the flow and in
result build your track further. No excuses!
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